
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Valerie Jarrett Tickets on Sale 
In Conversation with Stacey Abrams 

 

Atlanta- The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library and Museum and Charis 

Books and More present Valerie Jarrett, the longest-serving senior 

adviser to President Obama, in conversation with Stacey Abrams. Jarrett 

shares the story of her life as told in her book Finding My Voice. The 

program will be on Tuesday, April 23rd at 7pm in the Carter Center’s 

Cecil B. Day Chapel. Tickets are available at  

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/finding-my-voice-valerie-jarrett-and-

stacey-abrams-in-conversation-tickets-57849037027 

Seating is limited and we expect tickets to sell out quickly. A copy of 

Finding My Voice is included in the price of the ticket. 

 

Also Coming to the Carter Library author series…. 

 

Thursday, March 7…7pm…Mitchell Jackson…Survival Math  

In a thrillingly alive, candid new work, award-winning author Mitchell 

S. Jackson takes us inside the drug-ravaged neighborhood and struggling 

family of his youth, while examining the cultural forces—large and 

small—that led him and his family to this place. 

 

Wednesday, March 20…7pm…Ed Yong…I Contain Multitudes 

The Carter Library and the Atlanta Science Festival present acclaimed 

writer Ed Yong and a panel of four nationally known playwrights 

discussing his book “I Contain Multitudes: The Microbes Within Us 

and a Grander View of Life”. The book looks at the amazing 

partnerships between animals and microbes and was the inspiration for 
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the playwrights 48 hour marathon of isolated furious writing to create 

four newly-formed plays all based on the book. 

 

Friday, March 22…7pm…Sen. Doug Jones…Bending Toward 

Justice 

U.S. Senator Doug Jones tells the story of the decades-long fight to 

bring justice to the victims of the 16th Street Baptist Church bombing, 

culminating in Sen. Jones' prosecution of the last living bombers. The 

event is free but seating is limited. You can reserve a seat with an 

advance purchase of the book at ACappella Books. 

 

Tuesday, April 2…7pm…Kerri Kennedy… Indivisible: Global 

Leaders on Shared Security 

More than forty global leaders and activists reflect on the state of the 

world, and the indivisibility of lasting peace and security. 

 

Wednesday, April 3…7pm...Justin Rose… The Drum Major 

Instinct 

Rose draws on Martin Luther King Jr.’s sermons, political speeches, and 

writings to construct and conceptualize King’s politics as a unified 

theory. Free and open to the public. 

 

Thursday, April 11…7pm…Akiba Solomon & Kenrya Rankin… 

How We Fight White Supremacy: A Field Guide to Black 

Resistance 

Within its pages, 60-plus leading writers, organizers, artists, publishers, 

comedians, preachers, and poets offer wisdom on how they fight for 

freedom and justice—and ideas for how each of us can further our own 

causes.   

 

Thursday, May 18…7pm…Nathaniel Rich…Losing Earth: A 

Recent History 

Losing Earth tells the human story of climate change in rich, more 

intimate terms. It reveals the birth of climate denialism and the genesis 

of the fossil fuel industry’s coordinated effort to thwart climate policy 



through misinformation propaganda and political influence. (Program 

Details Coming Soon) 

 

Monday, April 22…6:30pm…Film Screening…Albatross 

This film tells the story we learned of a stunning environmental tragedy 

taking place on a tiny atoll in the center of the vast North Pacific Ocean. 

Thousands of young albatrosses lay dead on the ground, their stomachs 

filled with plastic. The experience is devastating, not only for what it 

meant for the suffering of the birds, but also for what it reflected back to 

us about the destructive power of our culture of mass consumption, and 

humanity's damaged relationship with the living world. 

 

Tuesday, April 23…Valerie Jarrett…Finding My Voice 

Wednesday, April 24...James Campbell...Mississippi Witness 

Friday, May 3…Film Screening…Citizen Jane 

Wednesday, May 8…Sandro Galea….Well 

Wednesday, May 15…George Packer….Our Man 

Monday, May 20…Tony Horwitz…Spying on the South 

Thursday, May 23…Scott Pelley…Truth Worth Telling 

 

 

   You can also keep up with the Carter Library events on the Jimmy 

Carter Presidential Library page on Facebook and follow the 

CarterLibrary on Twitter.  If you wish to unsubscribe to these news 

releases, simply email tony.clark@nara.gov and put 

“UNSUBSCRIBE” in the subject line. 

 

   The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library and Museum is part of the 

National Archives and Records Administration and is dedicated to 

providing research information and educational materials about the life, 

career and presidency of Jimmy Carter. 
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